This paper describes the development and application of a rapid prototyping system for flight testing of novel autonomous flight algorithms for unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) at the Naval Postgraduate School. The system provides a small team with the ability to rapidly prototype new theoretical concepts and flight-test their performance in realistic mission scenarios. The original development was done using MATRIXX Xmath/SystemBuild environment almost a decade ago. Currently, the system has been converted to the Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink development environment. This paper describes the hardware and software tools developed for the system and briefly discusses the variety of projects including vision-based target tracking, 3D path following, SUAV control over the network and high-resolution imagery on the fly.
test bed UAV equipped with onboard advanced computing resources, an avionics suite necessary for autonomous flight, and a ground control station (GCS) responsible for flight management and data collection.
The key idea of the initial RFTPS design was to use off-the-shelf technology as much as possible, thus exploiting the economy of scale of a number of commercial industries. Furthermore, since the UAV development program is to span many years and to draw on the talents of future NPS students, the RFTPS emphasizes high-level algorithm design. Low-level code and hardware driver generation is therefore kept to a minimum, the vast majority of the code "writing" being done via autocode tools. The system architecture is open, providing the ability to add, remove, or change real-time input/output. Computational power can be increased as mission requirements dictate. The telemetry links are secure, yet are low power and unobtrusive to the public, thus dispensing with the need for licensing or special authorizations from government authorities. The onboard components are lightweight and low power, allowing for the inclusion of additional payloads.
This paper addresses the development of the next generation of autonomously flying platforms primarily designed for flight testing of advanced navigation and control algorithms. Motivated by the requirement to flight test a newly developed system, the original RFTPS 2 platform was developed to streamline the development process. With numerous technological advances available now, the same concept is still valid, therefore providing a basis for further development of the RFTPS.
Since the first RFTPS was introduced about a decade ago, the primary components of the system remain the same but have been continuously upgraded to accommodate progress in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMs), microprocessors and actuators. One of the most distinct and important features implemented in the current design is that the primary computer responsible for the execution of new GNC algorithms now resides onboard the Small Unmanned Air Vehicle (SUAV) rather than on the ground. It is now tightly integrated with a new generation of Piccolo Plus autopilot (AP) and various mission specific sensors and actuators. This tight coupling significantly extends UAV capabilities and improves performance of the developed GNC algorithms. Furthermore, recent advances in wireless communication technology make self-configuring wireless mesh networks a reasonable solution for robust airborne communication. Integrating a mesh network onboard opens new frontiers in SUAV control and in multiple Unmanned Autonomous System (UAS) coordination.
Despite significant advances in microcomputers and microelectronics, the computational resources required to run flight software onboard SUAVs are still limited due to volume and power constraints. Therefore, one of the major tradeoffs in integrating advanced algorithms onboard is the necessity to leave some computationally expensive tasks, or tasks requiring human interaction, on the ground. Consequently, the development concept balances the on-board and off-board processing, based on the requirements of the control algorithm and the available performance of communication links.
The above considerations have led us to the development of a new SUAV that incorporates an easily reconfigurable hardware and software environment into a relatively inexpensive Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) airframe. Major benefits of the developed platform include:
• convenience of high level algorithm design, auto-coding capabilities and hard real-time execution support from Mathworks; • high reliability of payloads built on industrial grade PC104 boards and miniature MEMs sensors and actuators; • simple and transparent interfacing to hardware that is primarily based on the well-supported serial and TCP/IP communication libraries that require minimal device-driver and network-support development; • reliable telemetry links are self-contained providing auto configuring and discovery capabilities over secure protocols. This paper is organized as follows. It starts with a general discussion of the RFTPS architecture, including the conceptual considerations behind its development, the system capabilities, and a description of the hardware. The second part focuses on the current RFTPS capabilities that have been at the center of an ongoing experimentation program, where the new guidance, navigation and control (GNC) algorithms were taken from theoretical development to a flight test in a very short time.
II. RFTPS Architecture and Its Principal Components
Since the RFTPS was first introduced about a decade ago, the actual components of the system have been continuously upgraded to accommodate new technologies, including sensors, micro-processors and communication links. [2] [3] [4] [5] Currently, different UAV systems available at NPS have slightly different sets of onboard sensors and/or autopilots. However, all systems share some common properties. One of the most important features hardware-wise is that the computer responsible for the execution of the GNC tasks now resides onboard the UAV rather than on the ground, as was the original setup. Moreover, it is now tightly integrated with the onboard sensors and autopilot. Software-wise, the RFTPS now relies on MathWorks' rather than on Wind River Systems' (successor of MATRIX-X/ISI) rapid prototyping software. These changes, along with the most recent innovations, are to be discussed in this section.
A. Conceptual Changes
Rapid advances in microelectronics, materials, propulsion and software have made available a wide variety of new components for miniature avionics design. In the past 10 years the number of companies designing and producing miniature autopilots (complete solutions, integrating GPS/INS/Air data systems), suitable for installation in SUAV or RC airplanes, has grown worldwide from none to hundreds. Many of these companies have already excelled in producing very competitive products; several examples include "Piccolo" 6 , "Kestrel" 7 , "Micropilot" 8 in the US, "MICAV" 9 in France, "APID55" 10 in Sweden, and "Casper" 11 in Israel. These commercial products are relatively inexpensive, lightweight and compact, yet powerful enough for onboard implementation of advanced GNC algorithms.
Concentrating on the advanced avionics design (both for hardware and software) a majority of these companies intentionally adapt a GPS-based Way Points (WP) navigation concept from the manned aerospace industry. This concept has established itself as a reliable method of airplane navigation by using a sequence of "straight segments" (segment of a great circle) and smoothing arcs. However, for a versatile research SUAV capable of executing sophisticated algorithms, the use of only this concept seems to be a limiting factor.
On the other hand, since many advanced autopilots have become available on the market, the funding agencies are frequently not interested in a "proof of concept" project anymore, especially in the areas of applied research. Increasingly, prior to adapting and transferring newly developed technology, they require the delivery of complete, robust solutions to be tested by non-trained operators.
Therefore, with these considerations, the NPS team was faced with the dilemma of whether to concentrate only on designing new algorithms, thereby developing only a "proof of concept" solution, or to follow the path of industry, fine-tuning a new solution into a customer-friendly product. Since NPS is both an academic and DoD institution, we had to address the needs of both and therefore employ a "dual concept", whereby we had to prove the concept, as well as test the solution in a real environment, i.e. by allowing an untrained operators to test the prototype in the field. If the concept is accepted over several trials of improvements, the technology goes to the transition phase where the developed prototype is handed over to industry.
After numerous trials and errors, the following concept of an advanced research SUAV platform has evolved. The concept consists of designing an inexpensive air vehicle that can stay airborne for a sufficiently long time (2-3 hours), fly beyond the visual range with minimal user intervention, communicate with GCS and other UAV/UAS while in flight, and be easily reconfigured for a new mission.
The SUAV equipped with an advanced self-configuring communication capability (SC3) should securely communicate with similarly equipped mobile nodes when they are in operational range. The nodes can be arbitrarily located either on the ground (surface) or in the air (another SUAV or manned system). This SC3 link should exclude the SUAV's GCS from the mission critical information exchange among the players, thereby preserving communication with the GCS as a monitoring tool for the safety of multi-vehicle operation.
The SUAV should carry onboard a set of easily swappable (ideally hot swappable) sensors and should be capable of logging some telemetry data onboard, as well as delivering sensory data in real-time back to the ground (note, not necessarily back to the GCS). This "flying sensor" should transmit sensor data (EO/IR etc.) to any ground mobile user equipped with an appropriately instrumented laptop, it should also be able to receive sensor or SUAV control commands within 5-10-km radius of the vehicle.
Finally, the system should be equally suitable for in-house development and Hardware in the Loop (HITL) simulation as well as for active flight-testing without major hardware modification; ideally, a simple switching from a ground power supply to an onboard source is desirable. This should allow for extensive HITL simulations and feasibility studies of various systems integration (power balance, suitability of the wiring and connectors, mechanical wearing, etc.) to be performed on the ground with the same hardware setup to be eventually flighttested.
B. Hardware and Information Flow Architectures
In order to deliver these new capabilities in current and future airborne missions, three critical modifications were integrated onboard. They included (i) installation of an AP and a single board computer (SBC) linked together by real-time full duplex serial interface; (ii) utilization of an auxiliary S3C wireless mesh link; and (iii) use of reliable solid-state memory.
The first and most important change hardware-wise, as compared to the original RFTPS setup 2 , was to put an advanced autopilot (AP) and a powerful computer onboard the SUAV (Fig.1) . Our current design employs Piccolo Plus autopilot 6 produced by Cloud Cap Technology, Inc. This AP provides an integrated solution including GPS/IMU/Air Data and an advanced digital RF communication link in one small package (more details on this autopilot, as well as on the employed hardware solutions, are presented in the following paragraphs). Besides supporting a traditional high-level navigation interface for WP-based mission planning, this AP also allows a lowlevel rate control mode required for design and implementation of new control algorithms.
Figure 1.
Integrated RFTPS employing Piccolo autopilot.
Next, a powerful PIII class single board fanless SBC computer, equipped with a solid-state flash memory disk (SSD) for the code storage (see PC-104 SBC (RT) in Fig.1 ) and data logging, was connected directly to the autopilot via the full duplex RS232 serial link. This wired link makes communication between the AP and SBC equivalent to the wireless link between the autopilot and the GCS without using any RF bandwidth of the control link. This eliminates an inherent communication delay and the possibility of the command signal distortion in the control loop. Integrating solid-state memory offers a cost-effective, energy-efficient, vibration-tolerant high-speed storage and data acquisition solution to any mechanical alternative 12 
.
Instrumented with four serial ports with full duplex communication capability, the PC-104 SBC (RT) becomes a central processing unit for the real-time GNC and sensor control tasks. At the same time, having been equipped with a wired Ethernet link, this SBC allows for real-time data transfer via an onboard LAN, as well as information exchange among any additional mobile nodes. The hardware solution for onboard networking is based on the UDP protocol that is supported by the miniature network hub.
Next, a supplementary wireless link was added to the standard communication of the Piccolo Plus AP. In addition to the preinstalled 900MHz RF Digital Spread Spectrum (DSS) Command and Control (CC) link, dedicated to safe operation of multiple UAVs from one GCS, this newly developed wireless mesh network link has made the SUAV a truly interactive platform. A distributed SUAV control over the network outside of the GCS has become possible.
This new link is facilitated by a PCMCIA card installed in a second SBC running Windows OS (see PC-104 SBC (WIN) in Fig.1 ). "Software bridging" is the principal function of the Windows-based SBC; it allows all onboard networked components to communicate in a local wired network through a miniature 5-port hub, as well as to have an external network connectivity through the wireless mesh link.
The integration of a second SBC computer onboard might be thought of as a drawback that makes this system redundant. There were several reasons for doing this. First, when the onboard avionics was originally designed, the manufacturer of the mesh card did not provide any support other than for a 32-bit Windows PCMCIA interface. Moreover, MathWorks 13 (the manufacturer of the control design software) is even more conservative and still does not provide PCMCIA support for any devices. This initially led us to the idea of installing a second SBC solely to support wireless networking. Initially thought of as redundant, the onboard integration of second PC104 has paid off handsomely. Besides networking support, it allows us to develop and execute onboard various non-critical to realtime applications. They include data preprocessing (image compression, georectification) and advanced communication compatibility with existing technologies (through data compatibility "wrapping" into various formats including COT/HTML/XML/JAUS). Several examples of onboard integration of non real-time tasks will be presented in the following chapter.
One of the incontestable benefits of the developed architecture is that the same hardware and information flow architecture (Fig.1) is used during the entire life cycle of an SUAV system. The PC104 computers and communication boards are assembled in an easily accessible stack (see next section) and, once built, remain permanently inside the fuselage. Any unforeseen system integration issues including communication, power balance, RF and EMI interference, ease of access and maintenance are always discovered in the lab before the flight, thereby significantly increasing the safety of the flight operation.
Coupled with the great potential of the standard Piccolo HITL setup, this architecture significantly extends our capabilities in designing and testing advanced algorithms of SUAV control. Moreover, this coupling allows us to evaluate the feasibility of many technological solutions while working safely on the ground.
C. Dataflow Overview
Besides representing principal hardware components, Fig.1 also demonstrates an information flow in the developed system. Current RFTPS design consists of three critical information segments: (i) Piccolo's GCS and (ii) data processing and control development (DPCD) segments on the ground, as well as (iii) an onboard UAV segment. The last two segments are principally new -they are mesh-enabled.
The Piccolo GCS segment is primarily used for take-off and landing, as well as whenever re-tuning the gains of the AP control loops is necessary; this usually happens when a new payload is being integrated onboard significantly changing the weight balance of the SUAV, or when a new airplane makes its first flight. This segment uses solely AP telemetry delivered over the pre-built Piccolo RF link; the telemetry content is fixed by external communication interface 6 and cannot be changed during the flight. The onboard UAV segment delivers the principal mission functionality through real-time execution of the GNC and sensor control tasks. This segment uses all available information from the AP and the sensors, as well as highlevel control commands delivered over the wireless mesh. At the same time, the UAV segment is a flying sensor capable of in-flight secure information sharing over the mesh. This segment has two Ethernet interfaces: wired (for a secure local network) and wireless (for the external mesh connectivity). What makes this design convenient and flexible is the fact that the onboard mesh-enabled segment is hardware-identical for every vehicle in the NPS fleet. Each consecutive UAV differs only in the configuration of its own local network and an IP address of the mesh card. Secure separation of networks and accessibility of the local flying subnet from the outside world is enabled through the gateway SBC running minimal version of Windows XP (see PC-104SBC (Win) in Fig.1) ; this computer securely "bridges" two networks.
The data processing and control development segment is a mesh-networked, mobile or stationary ground segment. It can be located away from the GCS while still connected to the onboard segment over the mesh. It is used for two primary purposes; first, for the high-level mission control of the UAV and the in-flight streaming of the onboard sensor and telemetry data; second, it provides a rapid and convenient means for the design of control algorithms while on the ground. This segment uses task-dependent information (which depends on the control algorithm under development) and usually includes a necessary content of telemetry, autopilot and diagnostic messages of the Piccolo communication streams, as well as derivative information from the real-time control algorithm running onboard. The flexibility of the software development environment (Simulink/RTW, to be discussed later) allows convenient reconfiguring of communication content, even during the flight.
When a high-level mission command is delivered to a local subnet of a particular SUAV, the corresponding PC104 computer responsible for the execution of GNC algorithms starts executing the specific task. This key functionality is enabled through real-time serial communication with the AP (see more details on RS232 communication in the following section). Moreover, every onboard sensor, including camera, gimbal serial controller, and video server, is equipped with a serial link that allows for simple and fast control. In turn, each instrument onboard returns the corresponding data back to the network.
The key element of this architecture is that the standard Piccolo GCS retains full authority control over the AP at each stage of the flight, thereby securing the flight operation. When the AP is in the autonomous mode, the onboard segment receives commands over the mesh network from either the data processing segment, the collaborating SUAV, or any other mesh-enabled PC. The standard GCS CC link with the AP allows monitoring the correctness of the flight operation through the pre-built functionality of the Operator Interface (OI) software that comes with the Piccolo AP. The control response provided by the UAV under the AP control is transmitted to the GCS, where they are available for continuous analysis. Should a "glitch" occur in the new control algorithm, AP behavior, SUAV dynamics or communication, the safety of the flight is not compromised. A pre-built set of AP safety limits immediately detects this, displays a particular warning, or even automatically regains control of the SUAV, thus returning it to safe conditions.
D. Principal Avionics Components
The Piccolo Plus autopilot 6 , shown in Fig.2 , is an autopilot originally designed to track the commanded path transmitted by the Ground Station. It generates the required signals for the control surfaces of the airplane (ailerons, elevator and rudder) and the engine's thrust.
Figure 2. Piccolo Plus autopilot.
The sensor group of the AP includes: three rate gyros and three accelerometers used to determine the UAV's attitude; a Motorola G12 global positioning system receiver (GPS) to determine its geodetic position, and a set of dynamic and static pressure sensors, coupled with a thermometer, to determine the airplane's true air speed and altitude.
The main processor is an MPC555 microcontroller based on the PowerPC architecture; it is equipped with an SMB connector for the GPS antenna, and a BNC connector for the UHF communications antenna. The connection to the operator interface is made trough a standard DB9 serial cable.
The data link to the ground station is provided by a 900MHz/2.4GHz radio modem (as opposed to the PWM link for the original RFTPS setup 2 ). All the data transmitted is wrapped in a custom developed two-layer serial protocol. The Piccolo ground station has two very important roles in the system: first, to provide the communication link between the avionics, the operator interface, and the pilot manual control; second, to convert the intentions of the end user captured through the operator interface into meaningful commands for the autopilot.
The Piccolo operator interface consists of a portable computer running a Windows operating system and a custom developed software to allow the end user to configure and operate the Piccolo system. The operator interface software has nine configuration screens that provide the end user with an interface to: monitor the telemetry data from all sensors aboard the UAV and Piccolo's ground station; choose among several control modes (manual, autonomous with fixed control commands, fully autonomous); program and display a desired route for the UAV via waypoints; display the current position of the UAV in a geographical chart; perform a preflight checklist; calibrate control surfaces; impose the limits of control inputs and the UAV's states; interactively adjust the desired gains of the control system in the autopilot. The central role in the developed hardware environment in terms of advanced GNC integration is carried by the custom-built onboard computational kernel. It is comprised of two PC104 form factor small board industrial computers. They are assembled into one custom-built shock resistant stack.
The first PC104 is a guidance computer responsible for the real-time communication with the Piccolo AP and execution of the GNC and sensor control algorithms. It runs a real-time code autogenerated by the Simulink/RTW. This computer is a Microspace PC-104 MSM586SEL board 14 that utilizes the AMD ELAN520 processor and integrates all the standard functions of a traditional PC. They include four RS232 serial ports (422/485 optional), 10/100 BASE-T Ethernet, USB and a Compact Flash socket for SSD. The board is outfitted with 1 SODIMM socket for up to 128MB onboard RAM memory. The real-time operating system is booted from the solid state flash disk that is shared for both program storage and real time data logging. The power consumption of this board is very low and is typically around 860mA requiring a 5V power supply. The board uses passive cooling; therefore, no additional fan is needed for normal operation.
The second PC104 is a gateway computer whose main function is to bridge an onboard LAN and a wireless mesh. Therefore, it has two Ethernet interfaces, one embedded and another one wireless. The latter is provided through an additional PC104 extension board that houses the PCMCIA mesh card. The board of choice is an Ultra Low Voltage (ULV) Celeron 400/650-based processor (PCM-3370 SBC 15 ). The PCM-3370 is loaded with 10/100Base-T PCI Ethernet, and 36-bit DSTN/TFT LCD panel support as well as SSD support for a Compact Flash. The board also includes a SODIMM socket for up to 512MB total onboard memory, two RS232 serial ports, two USB connectors, and a watchdog timer. Since this powerful SBC is dedicated to wireless network support, it runs the Motorola proprietary Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and network topology monitoring utilities 16 , as well as additional custom-built software for non real-time tasks (situational awareness (SA), airspace deconfliction, message formatting etc).
The Solid State Flash Disk is the HDD storage solution used on both SBC computers. The flash disks are solidstate with no moving parts that retain data when the power is off, as do mechanical disks. But unlike mechanical disks, they are designed to operate in the harshest environmental conditions (see MIL-STD-810F): within -40°C to +85°C temperature range absorbing shock accelerations at 1500G and random vibration of 16G at 80,000 feet altitude. The principal benefits 12 of the SSD include: there is no initial spin-up required, so they offer a significantly faster startup; even the fastest hard drives today do not have half the read time of the SSD; the SSD has a seek speed hundreds of times faster than that of mechanical disks; the SSD provides much greater reliability and far less power consumption; the SSD is not susceptible to vibration, humidity, air pressure, temperature, and a variety of other external forces; having been appropriately shielded, it is also not susceptible to RFI and EMI influence. Because of their ruggedness and reliability, flash disks have become solutions for replacing mechanical disks where reliability is a key requirement.
The Motorola WMC6300 PCMCIA mesh card 16 (Fig.3) is a relatively new product on the communications market. It is chosen primarily due to the simplicity of integration and high effectiveness of its peer-to-peer networking capability, small size and relatively low power consumption. Built on the Quadrature Division Multiple Access (QDMA) modulation and proprietary developed mesh routing protocol, it provides numerous advanced features of wireless communication. The QDMA radio was specifically designed and optimized for mobile ad-hoc broadband networking. It also detects and deals with asymmetric RF links between nodes, a frequent occurrence in real world wireless networks. The RF challenges, encountered in wide area mobile networks such as Doppler shifting, rapid Raleigh fading and Multipath, are handled efficiently by the QDMA radio. Therefore, client devices such as SUAVs with wireless cards can form their own peer-to-peer network -anywhere, anytime. A high-speed broadband network (up to 6Mb) automatically forms between the authorized devices, even in the places where there is no network infrastructure (without Access Points (AP)). Therefore, multiple UAVs, as well as ground meshenabled nodes, can establish secure and effortless group communications. Performance, configuration and status are all available in real-time and are manageable over-the-air. Network and client parameters can be configured by the network administrator.
Analog imagery is provided by a Sony FCB-IX11A color block-camera 17 (Fig.4) . The FCB-IX11A camera features a 1/4 type EXview HAD™ CCD and high sensitivity of 1.5 lux (50 IRE), 10x optical zoom, built-in field memory and updated firmware to enhance its operability. Measuring only 1-9/16 x 1-13/16 x 2-5/8 inches and weighing less than 3.5 ounces, the FCB-IX11A is ideal for space-restricted applications such as onboard integration. It conveniently provides numerous online features (zoom, auto focus, adjustable gain, white balance, and titling capabilities) available over the high-speed serial communication link and TTL signal-level control (VISCA™ protocol) for quick command processing. It also has very low power consumption (about 1.5 W), which is critical for an onboard implementation.
The PelcoNet™ video server 18 transmits (NET300T) or receives (NET300R) live analog video and serial data across existing Ethernet networks. Sending a video over computer networks yields significant cost savings by using an existing computer network to monitor a remote site. The NET300 can display the video on a PC using any Web browser, analog monitor, or both. The Gimbaled Unit, shown in Fig.5 , is a low-cost 2-axis system designed around the Sony FCB-IX11A block camera. The gimbal has a 10cm ball, with the lower half exposed under the fuselage just behind the wing. The pan and tilt channels are driven by two high-speed digital servos, which are actuated through a serial-PWM 12 bit controller connected to the RISC microcontroller. Schematic of the gimbal controller is shown in Fig.5 .a. The central element of the architecture is an RISC ATMEGA-169 8-bit microcontroller (8MHz) that implements gimbal control through integration of LOS rate measurements (tri-axial sensor head), and gimbal reference commands sent from onboard GNC SBC computer. The straightforward algorithm of LOS inertial stabilization is based on the subtracting of the UAV Euler rates measured in inertial space from the gimbal reference commands. The prototype gimbal with the camera and controller weighs 500g, and requires 12cm x 10cm x 10cm inside the fuselage. Gimbaled camera with 10:1 zoom and 10cm ball.
There are several other miniature components installed onboard: a network hub, an amplifier and a transmitter of analog video, and an optional wireless mesh card amplifier. They are used to customize the UAV for specific mission requirements depending on the intended range of operation and communication constraints. Those components are not critical to the design; all of them are advanced COTS instruments chosen for their small size, light weight and low power consumption.
The final hardware design, that includes all the above-mentioned principal components, except for the Piccolo AP, is presented next in Fig.6 . For the sake of clarity, the power and Ethernet wiring is not shown. Figure 6 shows several PC104 form factor boards assembled in a stack, as well as a PelcoNet Video server. The stack contains two PC104 single board computers and a PCMCIA extension board with two slots, but carrying only one mesh card. This allows us additional flexibility in the future extension of the design (for example, the PelcoNet server might be eliminated by using the PCMCIA frame grabber with appropriate software). The total weight of this design is about 1lb; it draws about 25W of power with all components active.
Figure 6.
Hardware implementation of the design concept of Fig.1 .
Although very attractive, this setup still has some limitations inherent in the communication link connecting the UAV to the ground. One of the solutions that we find very effective employs a high-gain amplified directional antenna for wireless communication from the ground. An example of a custom-built tracker with a high-gain patch antenna attached is shown next in Fig.7 . The tracking antenna uses telemetry information about each UAV to calculate the LOS angles, which in turn drive the tracking mechanism. A UAV tracking idea implemented into a tracking antenna.
E. Airframe
The principal SUAV in the NPS fleet is based on the airframe of the Sig Rascal 110 RC airplane, shown in Fig.8 . The Rascal 110 is a hobby-class prefabricated airframe with a 2.8m span and nominal flying weight of 5 to 6 kilograms. The ARF airframe is extremely cost-effective as a research vehicle, and has ample room for avionics in the cabin. The model is fitted with a 23…26cm 3 2-stroke gas engine, a 1500cc fuel tank, and a hobby-class servos for elevator, rudder, aileron and throttle channels. The Rascal 110 is large enough to carry 4kg or more of payload. The dry weight of the complete vehicle is about 9kg.
The typical flight envelope for this UAV consists of the 15-30m/s airspeed and the 0-1000 meter AGL ranges. The endurance of this UAV is about 1-3 hours that greatly depends on the commanded airspeed and flight profile. Keeping the airspeed below 20 m/s extends the flight time to almost 5 hours of continuous operation, which exceeds the available battery capacity for payload support (it consists of 2 SBC and networking gear, but excludes the AP). The onboard battery supports the functionality of the AP and control servos for at least 6 hours of operation. The separate payload power supply allows for 4 hours of work and is intentionally separated from the AP batteries to provide higher safety of operation.
A Hyde soft mount (Fig.9 ) is used to isolate engine vibration from the airframe, increasing both video quality and the lifespan of the avionics. At idle, the vibration is still quite noticeable in the video, but above 10% throttle, the vibration is almost completely dampened, providing very clean video. Concluding the hardware description, it should be noted that a low cost primarily COTS system is utilized for the SUAV. New capabilities of the research UAV system are enabled using a new custom-built computational engine, advanced wireless link, a low-cost, miniature pan-tilt gimbal driven by a COTS servos and industrial electronics. This extremely low-cost (≈$10,000), rapidly configurable system provides a very cost-effective approach for testing novel algorithms, new technical solutions and tactical scenarios.
F. Transition to the Real-Time Code
Mathworks' Real-time Workshop® (RTW), Simulink® and the xPC Target tools 13 offer outstanding capabilities for the design and implementation of various embedded projects. As mentioned above, Simulink® allows development of advanced GNC algorithms in a high-level block-diagram environment. The resulting block-diagram can then be easily converted with the support of RTW to ANSI C, or executable code, for real-time application.
Providing an automated code generation capability, as was done in MATRIXX, the Mathworks moved further by introducing a new additional standalone option for the resulting code. This option provides a truly autonomous code for the embedded processor when no initial interaction with the host PC is required; the real-time core starts the standalone code as soon as the embedded processor is powered on. When the simulation code is proven safe, the standalone version becomes the option of final implementation, directly leading to the real flight operations.
External communication interfaces of the onboard computational engine, low-level communication protocols and device drivers for the sensors and actuators were developed in ANSI C and implemented as Level-2 S-Functions inside the Simulink models. The RTW tools were used to generate, compile and download the GNC algorithms into the target computer running the real-time operating kernel. This technique also offers the convenient capability to perform hardware-in-the-loop (HITL) simulation under different scenarios.
The application of a binary asynchronous RS232 communication supported by Mathwork's library frees the user from having to develop an actual RS232 hardware driver. It conveniently allows the user to focus on the implementation of data interfacing rather than the hardware programming. However, since the majority of serial binary formatting is proprietary, the most efficient way to implement the serial read/write capability consists in writing Level-2 S-functions. The idea of the software interface design 19 consists of developing only proprietary decoding functions in the form of S-functions, while leaving the hardware level interfacing to the standard Mathworks blocks (Fig.10) . 
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Fig. 10 Separation of interface functions.
This technique naturally provides the operational separation of principal functions among the pre-built xPC Target library blocks and the user-developed S-functions; the standard serial communication blocks deliver raw binary data to the model using highly optimized MathWorks' routines; in turn, the S-functions perform formatspecific processing that is not readily available.
III. RFTPS Applications
This section provides a brief description of different experiments that were carried out for the Office of Naval Research, NASA, Air Force and Homeland Security Department using different UAVs. This chapter presents the most recent results of the implementation of two generations of RFTPS, and projects its future capabilities. NPS students and Navy officers were extensively involved in all the experiments so that almost every project ended up with an M.S. thesis.
It should be noted that it was typical for the first generation of RFTPS that in each of the projects three main software related problems were always addressed. The first was to establish effective communication between the various types of hardware and the target computer (very time-consuming if hardware changes are involved). The second related to the design and implementation of an effective inner loop controller, stabilizing the vehicle using various control techniques. And only the third problem dealt with the development of the GNC algorithm itself (the outer control loop).
With the development of this new generation of RFTPS, the first two problems were naturally eliminated; onboard integration of industrial AP and embedded SBC, accompanied with advanced wireless link, in many cases solved the communication and the inner loop stabilization problems. Addressing the third problem in the most effective way is in fact one of the objectives of current RFTPS development.
A. Vision-Based Tracking and Motion Estimation of Moving Targets
A new project, which extends the previous work 20-24 on integrated IR vision/inertial navigation system design, addressed automatic target tracking (ATT) using a live video obtained from an autonomously piloted reconnaissance platform with a gimbaled camera on it. In a traditional reconnaissance scenario, there are at least two operators involved; one of them pilots the UAV and the other one controls the gimbaled camera. Obviously, while in flight, the coordination between the two operators must be very tight. Therefore, delays involved in target search and identification have an extremely negative impact on the mission performance. In a situation when the target is identified and the UAV has already passed it, the navigation task for both operators becomes very difficult.
In order to lower the load on both operators, the task of the coordinated camera-UAV control was addressed. In the developed system, the UAV flies autonomously along the predefined search pattern, and the gimbal operator steers the camera searching for an object of interest. Video, along with the UAV-gimbal telemetry, is transmitted to the ground in real-time. The camera operator on the ground may select a target of interest using a joystick that steers the onboard gimbaled camera. Once a target is selected, the UAV and the camera automatically track the target; nonlinear analysis, as well, as numerous flight test results, show that a coordinated UAV-camera control converges to the UAV orbiting the target while the camera continuously keeps the target in the center of the frame. Furthermore, since the UAV and Gimbal telemetry, together with a target position in a camera frame, are available, the motion of the target can be estimated in real-time. The target can be either stationary or moving. Figure 11 shows the architecture of the developed system. In this setup, the video was transmitted to the ground over the analog 2.4 GHz link, where it was processed in real-time by the automatic target tracking (ATT) computer. The centroid of the target in the camera frame was identified and tracked by an image processing algorithm. 25 2D
coordinates of the centroid in the camera frame were used to drive the integrated UAV/gimbal control algorithm, which in turn steered the UAV and the gimbal to keep the target in the center of the camera frame. Analysis of the results shows that ATT software loses the target due to the following primary factors: switching to the nearby object that is too close to the target ("Switch" 33%); dynamic changing of lighting conditions ("White-Out" 17%); RFI/EMI interference in video and control links ("Comm" 17%); different parts of the UAV (primarily landing gears and communication antenna at the tail) in a camera frame ("Wheel" 17%); loss of target due to the high speed of relative motion in a camera frame ("Loss" 13%); loss of analog video synchronization ("Sync" 3%). Therefore, the key technical challenge was to design coordinated control and motion estimation algorithms that were robust in the presence of loss of tracking.
Thus, the design and analysis of both the control and in particular the motion estimation algorithms, have borrowed heavily from the theory of systems with brief instabilities and the linear parametrically varying (LPV) systems; more details on the theoretical aspects of the system development can be found in Ref [20] [21] [22] 26] .
The relative kinematics of the UAV-target motion used for the development of the coordinated UAV-camera control is shown in Figure.13 (left). It shows principal geometric parameters relating the 2D orientation of the UAV's ground speed and the LOS of the camera to the ground speed of a moving target.
Figure 13. Kinematics of relative motion (left) and resulting orbital motion (right).
In this figure two angles η and ε constitute the UAV guidance and gimbal control errors. Therefore, the control objective is to drive ε and η to zero by using the UAV turn rate ψ and gimbal pan rate h ψ as control inputs. This results in the UAV circling around the target (Fig.14 right) while maintaining the target in the center of the image obtained by the camera. To achieve this, an intuitive nonlinear control law was proposed in Ref. [26] . For feedback, this algorithm relies exclusively on the information obtained by the image processing software 25 (centroid position in the camera frame characterized by ε ), thereby avoiding any lags caused by introducing estimators in the feedback loop. Furthermore, a critical feature of the proposed algorithm is that it can maintain a desired range to target d ρ , when the actual range is not known. The detailed stability analysis 26 of the proposed control law provides conditions for asymptotic stability of this vision-based system in the case of stationary targets, and conditions for ultimate boundedness if the target is moving.
Feedback architecture of this vision based target tracking system is presented in Fig. 14. This diagram shows that the control algorithm relies on the GPS and IMU measurements of the UAV ground speed ( g V , ψ ) and the measurements of the gimbal orientation ( h ψ ), coupled with feedback information from the ATT software ( ε ). A vision based coordinated control algorithm provides UAV guidance and the gimbal camera control commands driving the Piccolo AP (turn rate ψ ) and gimbal (pan rate h ψ ). Since the coordinated control results in an orbital motion of the UAV around the target and the LOS information is continuously available, an additional task of target motion estimation is also solved in real-time. The practical problem consists in determining the relative position and velocity of the moving target with respect to a UAV using IMU, GPS and camera measurements, complemented by the altitude above the target provided in real-time by an external database. 27 The kinematics of the relative UAV-target motion for the task of target motion estimation is presented in Fig.15 . It shows the principal idea of the proposed solution. The target position in the local tangent plane (LTP) is obtained as a sum of the known UAV position and a target position in the camera frame, resolved through a sequence of nonlinear transformations in the LTP.
Figure 15. UAV-Target relative kinematics.
The nonlinear estimator used in this project to estimate the target motion is based on the work previously reported in Refs.20,21,24. These results were used to develop a vision-based estimator that complements the onboard Doppler velocity and vision measurements for underwater applications. Furthermore, a small change in the structure of the estimator was introduced that provided better convergence properties. The resulting estimator was extensively tested in simulations; it exhibits solid performance in the absence of tracking loss events, and is shown to provide a smooth degradation of performance when the duration of tracking loss events increases. These findings are supported by the results of numerous flight tests.
Multiple flight tests of the complete system were conducted in February-May and August-September of 2005. During the tests, the target (a white minivan) was moving alongside the runway with a fixed speed of 4-5m/s and heading 296° (parallel to the runway). In order to evaluate the system performance, the position, direction and speed of the target were continuously measured by a GPS receiver.
The results of the tracking and motion estimation are summarized in Fig.16 . For the sake of comparison, they also represent the implementation of two estimation algorithms: a newly developed target motion estimator (TME) and a Kalman position estimator (TPE), with gains computed for a specific set of horizontal distances to the target 28, 29 . Figure 16 includes a 3D plot of the UAV trajectory at the top, as well as the estimates of the target position at the bottom. The UAV trajectory is color-coded to display the time intervals where the target track was lost. Due to the low speed of the target, the control law maintains a circular motion with the turn radius of about 200m and a slowly moving orbital center. Figure 17 shows the range and velocity estimation errors of the TME filter. Superimposed on the position estimation error plot is the time history of the tracking loss events; tracking is enabled when the signal is at high level and the track is lost when it is at zero. As one can see, the TME filter performs significantly better than the TPE, while the velocity estimation error does not exceed 0.5m/s. Future work will address improving the performance of the target tracking and motion estimation algorithms by integrating an external geo-referencing system, decreasing convergence times, and reducing the occurrence of target loss events and of their impact on the filter performance. The adaptation to nonzero target acceleration should also increase the overall system performance. 
B. Autonomous Path Following and Time Critical Coordination of Multiple SUAVs
The original RFTPS was developed to flight test nonlinear inertial path following algorithms developed to follow so-called trimming trajectories. Recent research extended these results to a more general class of trajectories. 30, 31 Figure 18. Relative kinematics of the path following task. Figure 18 represents the kinematics of the path following task. The inertial position of the SUAV is resolved in a Serret-Frenet frame attached to the virtual point (P) moving with the desired speed along the desired 3D path. This allows for calculating two positional errors of the UAV in normal (N) and binormal (B) planes with respect to that point. These two errors are used to develop a controller that effectively drives the positional errors to zero, therefore bringing an aircraft to the desired path; independent control of the aircraft speed allows following the speed of the moving point (P).
One of the benefits of this new technique is that the motion along a 3D path is separated from a speed profile. This immediately allows for flexible coordination among multiple SUAV platforms for airspace deconfliction, mission (sensor)-specific path planning, flight path optimization and coordination in time, such as, an automated airspace deconfliction and a sequential autoland.
Augmentation of the existing autopilots with L1 adaptive controller ensures even more accurate and robust path following with desired specifications. To improve the path following performance of an individual SUAV, authors in Ref. 31, 32 proposed wrapping an L1 output feedback adaptive controller around the existing inner-loop system that included an off-the-shelf autopilot controlling the SUAV (Fig.19) . The main benefit of the L1 adaptive control architecture is that it leads to analytically computable performance bounds for both system input and output signals simultaneously, which can be improved by increasing the speed of adaptation. It also has guaranteed time-delay margin. The path following algorithm was successfully implemented onboard the RFTPS system. After take-off and the initial climb to a safe altitude of about 400m AGL, the AP control was first tested to ensure proper communication and stability of the vehicle. Then, the UAV was transitioned remotely via the mesh network to the low-level rate control mode. When this command arrives at the UAV's embedded computer, it initiates real time execution of the path following task. Figure 20 shows how the developed system was used for the flight testing of the path following algorithm running onboard in real-time; a collective picture of 15 trials obtained during just one flight test is presented. In this picture, the red trajectories represent the required/commanded flight path and the blue one show the actual flight path of the SUAV. Each trial was used to tune the control law parameters in order to achieve more accurate path following. Having been transmitted to the ground while in flight, these trajectories, as well as the control commands with the AP responses, allow for rapid evaluation and adjustment of the control performance. Figure 21 shows one of the trials in more detail. It demonstrates that the UAV, following a new control law, has sufficient control authority to track more aggressive path as compared with the typical waypoint navigation provided by Piccolo AP.
The same HITL environment was used to test the path following-adaptation and coordination algorithms 31 in the case of two UAVs. Figures 22,23 include results of a HITL test, where two UAVs follow feasible trajectories while using their velocities to coordinate simultaneous arrival at their respective terminal conditions. Results in Fig.22 show the desired and the actual paths of each UAV. The control commands and errors for both UAVs are similar to the results of one UAV tracking the path. As in the case of one UAV, the control efforts required to bring each airplane to the commanded trajectory do not exceed any limitations imposed by the autopilot and are typical for this class of UAVs. Finally, the normalized coordination states (relative position on the trajectory) for each UAV are presented in Fig.23 ; two graphs represent the coordination efforts required to deliver two UAVs to the terminal conditions at the same time. Both airplanes arrive at the final position at nearly the same time. This demonstrates the feasibility of the time coordination concept. 
C. Control Over the Network, Integration of the SUAV into the SA Framework
This chapter summarizes major results of the development and flight testing of a "Control Over the Network" (CON) capability for small UAVs. The system provides the capability of navigating (high-level control) a reconnaissance UAV from a remote site by means of a wireless network connection to the onboard avionics.
The onboard instrumentation provides the following principal capabilities: airborne mesh network node with relay capability; navigation of the UAV to a location specified via the network; pointing the camera at the desired target location; real-time video feed to the network; support of the local and /or remote Situational Awareness (SA) capability, including a shared view of the current position, messaging, flight log for later analysis, and network performance monitoring. Combining these capabilities allows for two principal missions: (i) reconnaissance or convoy following missions around the fixed or moving targets and (ii) a data relay mission when the UAV is used as an optimally placed mobile network node. A "reconnaissance" mission will be performed if the coordinates of the area of interest are known; high-resolution snapshots or even real-time video of the area will be delivered over the network. A "convoy following" mission may be performed from the SA-enabled laptop carried by one of the convoy vehicles. In either scenario, the target appears inside a real-time video frame and is tracked automatically by the gimbaled camera integrated with the AP.
The concept of a collaborative application of a network SUAV is presented next (Fig.24) . During the mission, the operator of the SA computer may identify the point of interest. It might be any SA-designated target, for which GPS coordinates are available; for example, a remote target/site where reconnaissance information is required; or it might be any fixed/moving vehicle equipped with a "GPS poster" delivering positional information to the SA. The process of target designation is as simple as placing the designator's icon on top of any object currently presented on the SA screen or to any position on the geo-referenced map.
The ground segment consists of a laptop running a local Situational Awareness (SA) client, a mesh network card that provides wireless connectivity to the UAV, and a GPS receiver connected to the field laptop running an SA client. The SA environment (Fig.25) is a client-server network application capable of merging into one graphical geo-referenced environment various sensors data. One of these nodes is a mesh enabled SUAV.
Once a target is designated by placing a red square icon on top of it, a new orbital waypoint is sent to the Piccolo AP over the mesh network. From this moment, the target icon and the red square tag are stuck together (Fig.25) . If the target position is changed, the designator's red tag automatically follows it, and the coordinates of the SUAV orbit and the target position for the camera control are updated. Removing the red tag from the top of the target icon cancels the update process. If no other target is designated, the UAV returns to its original flight pattern, or default waypoint. The UAV will also automatically return to its original flight path if the "time-on-target" expires, or when the mesh connectivity is lost for more than a predefined interval (usually 10 seconds). This allows for additional flight safety during the operation.
Several flight experiments utilizing CON capability were conducted during the quarterly-performed field experiments at camp Roberts, CA. A Rascal SUAV supported multiple reconnaissance and convoy following missions, delivering real-time imagery to the operator in the field as well as automatically providing the data relay capability. The data relay capability significantly extends the communication distance that is very effective in low bandwidth applications.
One of the most impressive experiments with a networked SUAV included transitioning the SUAV control among multiple ground and airborne manned systems equipped with the same SA capability. The objective of the project was to demonstrate the transfer of SUAV control between a ground control station (GCS/control van), a manned fixed wing aircraft (CIRPAS 33 Pelican, a heavily modified Cessna airplane) and a forward-deployed ground team, to create the target development capability using tactical reconnaissance assets. The concept of the experiment is presented next (Fig.26) .
The key participants of the flight demonstration were the manned "Pelican" aircraft carried an operator with an SA laptop, the mesh enabled SUAV and a group of ground operators with SA laptops; they are presented in Fig.27 .
The key deliveries of the developed technology that were demonstrated in this experiment included: shared control of an SUAV and an onboard sensor from a unified SA over the wireless mesh; provided the SUAV support of a remote target development area by ground forces without requiring pilot training or the forward deployed hardware; delivered real-time video/high-resolution imagery providing targeting and geo-location.
It is important to emphasize that the UAV control over the network utilizes an important feature -the UAV may be controlled from any remote stationary or mobile networked site. Potentially, it can be controlled from overseas. This is a valuable result for distributed UAV operations via the self-forming network that is based on the multi-agent network-aware situational awareness platform 94 . 
D. High Resolution Imagery and Precise Payload Delivery
The vast majority of reconnaissance systems in small UAVs utilize real-time video sensors, which tend to be more natural for pilots, but less useful for high-resolution imaging of a target or area. Consequently, there has been a recent push to develop simple, low-cost, high-resolution imaging systems, based on COTS hardware, that can replace or complement conventional imaging capabilities. The existing model aircraft industry developed one such solution several years ago, using COTS point-and-shoot digital cameras, with a hobby servo to actuate the shutter release, and a COTS video transmitter/receiver pair to display the viewfinder imagery to the operator on the ground. These systems have been quite effective, but they require the vehicle to land, and the memory card to be connected to a computer before the images can be downloaded and processed. If the desired shot was missed, a second attempt to access a target may not be possible if the target was on the move. This project resolves this problem by integrating onboard a Canon G7 digital camera 35 which can be operated wirelessly by an operator on the ground, providing focus, zoom, capture and download capabilities, all while the SUAV is in flight.
The high-resolution imaging system is comprised of the NPS-developed Rascal UAV with its Mesh network capability, coupled to a Canon G7 digital camera via USB, and a software package utilizing the Canon SDK and a standard SA laptop. The Canon G7 fits into the same cavity where the gimbal camera is usually placed. As with most digital cameras, the video normally displayed on the small LCD screen is available as standard NTSC video through a video-out port, and this stream is fed to the PelcoNet video server. The camera is connected to the Win SBC via USB, and it is powered from the same payload batteries. The G7 is shown in Fig.28 , with a soft mount in the belly of the SUAV. The Canon G7 is somewhat unusual in that it allows many of the camera functions to be controlled from a remote PC via a USB cable. The Canon supplies an SDK for developers wishing to write their own software to control the camera. In particular, the camera may be focused, zoom can be set, and the shutter may be activated. Furthermore, during the write process, any information can be added to the image metadata; for example, the aircraft telemetry, user comments, and of course the camera settings are automatically stored by the camera. Resulting pictures are stored on the remote computer rather than in the camera memory. Due to the high resolution of the images with a large size of corresponding files, the compact flash memory of the Win SBC was upgraded to 16 Gb.
Since bandwidth from the UAV is limited, some care has been taken to efficiently transfer data. A thumbnail video is streamed in real-time to the ground using the PelcoNet video server, where it is displayed in the upper right corner of the G7 remote control GUI (Fig. 29) . The bandwidth used by the video is settable in the PelcoNet software using a standard WEB-browser interface, but is typically limited to about 200Kbps to keep from bogging down the mesh link. When a photo is taken, a thumbnail image is automatically downloaded and displayed in a scrollable film-strip along the bottom of the page. The customized metadata, including the telemetry and image comments, are displayed below the thumbnails. When thumbnail frame and corresponding telemetry are verified, the full-resolution photo can be downloaded by clicking on the thumbnail.
A server/client architecture has been developed allowing for multiple users to interface with the camera, while downloading only a single copy of the video, thumbnail, and full-resolution images from the UAV. This is essential, as each high-resolution photo requires on the order of a minute to download; and if multiple users were downloading the same image, the mesh link would be crippled (currently, the mesh link does not support true multicasting).
The principal networking architecture of the system is the same as in Fig.1 However, there are two additional components in the G7 interfacing system: the Camera Control Manager (CCM) and the Camera Control Station (CCS). In turn, the CCM is split into two parts, one residing onboard the SBC, and the other residing on a rackmount PC in the GCS van. The airborne component interfaces with the camera via USB and the AP (linked to RT SBC), and collects the captured photos. It is connected to the ground component via the mesh network. The ground component includes one CCS, as well as video and data servers for distributing the video and images to other users on the LAN, or remote users, connecting via a VPN.
It is important to emphasize that any number of users can simultaneously run the CCS software. Each user will see the video feed, will be able to control the camera and capture images, and will see the images captured by all users during the flight. In the current setup, there is only one CCS configured as a video/data server, and all other CCS users must access this node over the LAN or a VPN. Any remote users that are not part of the LAN, but can connect to the aircraft directly, will need a standalone CCS/server.
The SA client running on a mesh enabled SA laptop is used to designate a point of interest and direction in which the high resolution picture should be taken; these parameters determine the terminal conditions (shooting point) for the UAV guidance algorithm. The navigation task that delivers a fixed camera to the desired position with a specified attitude is solved by utilizing two techniques: the first one uses standard Piccolo AP waypoint navigation capability, and the second one relies on the path-following algorithm discussed above. As before, both techniques use a geographic position and the ground speed heading at the terminal point to establish a flight path delivering the UAV to the shooting location. However, for the fixed camera application, it is crucial to deliver the UAV at the terminal point with zero banking angle and with minimal heading error. The failure of a level flight results in missing the target in a camera frame, while the heading error leads to erroneous calculation of the camera LOS. Standard AP capability of waypoint navigation is very convenient, but requires significant length of the approach leg and therefore longer time to guarantee the leveled flight of the UAV through the shooting point. The benefit of the path following algorithm is that it allows for the use of much smaller airspace and shorter time, while still delivering the UAV to the desired location with a predefined heading. However, both algorithms are very sensitive to wind conditions at the terminal point. A significant wind gust results in a large heading error of the camera LOS calculation. This is due to the fact that the Piccolo AP does not have instantaneous measurements of the angles of attack and side-slip; it is also not equipped with a magnetometer.
The camera settings for each photograph are automatically stored in the metadata, and the telemetry is added at the time the photo is taken. Using this information, corresponding to the moment of shooting a picture, the orientation of the fixed camera LOS can be easily estimated and the position of the center of the frame calculated; with known altitude AGL, the latter calculation uses the intersection of the LOS with flat ground. Therefore, utilizing real-time telemetry data from the AP, the images can be easily geo-rectified (a change of picture geometry due to distorted projection) and geo-referenced (referencing pixels to geodetic coordinates), like the example image overlay in Google Earth shown in Fig.30 . The match is impressive, not just the buildings, but the fence-line, trees and even a few of the vehicles. Using the PVNT 27 software to check the recorded telemetry, there appears to be a 4 degree error in heading and a 3 degree error in roll, and the PVNT indicates a 9.5° FOV rather than the recorded 8°. All these errors can be easily corrected by a more precise calibration of used sensors and camera geometry.
In Fig.31 , an isometric view of the region around the airfield is shown with several photos geo-rectified, along with the approximate camera position at the time the photo was taken. Our future steps in integrating a high-resolution camera onboard include modification of the guidance law delivering the UAV to the terminal shooting point. We strongly consider a path following algorithm as the perfect application for this project. However, modification should include wind calculation at the point of interest and adjustment of the direction of the final approach to eliminate sensitivity to the wind. Ultimately, this should provide us with a robust automated tool to acquire detailed imagery along a prescribed path in a confined airspace for further mosaicing and high-resolution mapping.
IV. Conclusion and Future Work
In conclusion, it can be stated that the developed RFTPS proves itself as a powerful, portable, rugged, effective tool both in the field and in the lab. It ensures safety and reliability in controlling the UAV and provides excellent opportunities for rapid flight testing of sensors and new algorithms. Its high-level interface allows NPS students to be easily involved in the design process and have their algorithms designed and tested within one quarter. The key RFTPS capabilities, which initially motivated the system development a decade ago, and have been maintained ever since in all consecutive designs, are as follows:
Within the RFTPS environment, one can synthesize, analyze and simulate guidance, navigation, control, and mission management algorithms using high-level development tools; Algorithms are seamlessly moved from the high level design and simulation environment to the real-time processor;
The RFTPS utilizes industry standard I/O, including digital to analog, analog to digital, serial, RF, and pulse width modulation capabilities; The RFTPS is portable, easily fitting into a van (together with up to six SUAVs). In general, testing will occur at fields away from the immediate vicinity of the Naval Postgraduate School; The unmanned air vehicle can be flown manually, autonomously, or using a combination of the two. For instance, automatic control of the lateral axis can be tested while the elevator and throttle are controlled manually; All I/O and internal algorithm variables can be monitored, collected, and analyzed within the RFTPS environment. Although proven quite efficient, reliable and robust, this architecture can still be improved. For future development, we consider transitioning to a single SBC-based architecture on a real-time Linux platform. A standard open source Linux kernel is more efficient in managing computational resources; it is also friendlier than Mathworks in supporting external devices such as external PCMCIA cards; a simple card exchange and appropriate software reboot make the entire system capable of a completely new mission. Furthermore, a standard Linux kernel, having been amended (patched) with a real-time patch, becomes capable of delivering real-time computation for the time critical GNC algorithms and also supports a variety of external devices. The transition to a single-board platform will save weight for an additional payload leading to a multi-mission capable SUAV, and reduce the total power consumption and therefore the weight of batteries carried onboard for the same mission duration.
